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Abstract. In this paper, a path recognition method for agricultural robot vision 
navigation under weed environment is proposed. The vision navigation is based 
on color images sampled by a high speed camera. First, the crop and weed 
information is extracted using an appropriate color feature model to separate the 
green crop from background; then the image is thresholded, and the noise 
caused by weed is filtered by deleting small-area objects in the image; the 
navigation path is extracted through Hough transformation. Experiments are 
carried out in corn seedling field, and results show that the method can 
recognize navigation path correctly under weed environment. 
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1 Introduction 

Autonomous agricultural robot has many applications such as environment 
information collection, seeding, fertilizing, spraying, etc. The goal of autonomous 
robot navigation is to control the trajectory of the robot and keep it along the driving 
path [1]. Computer vision based navigation has been widely researched recent years 
due to its advantages such as wide detection range, rich target information, good cost 
performance and flexibility [2-4].  

The key to vision navigation is identifying crop automatically from the images and 
recognizing the navigation path [5]. Usually, the central line of the crop is extracted 
as the baseline for agricultural robot vision navigation. But the weed in the field will 
interfere with the crop information because it often has the same green color as the 
crop, and causes false navigation path recognition results [6]. Astrand has researched 
on weeding robot, and used two separate vision system, one is used for navigation and 
the other is used for weed recognition [7]. Zhao Bo uses neural network algorithm to 
classify the field environment [8]; the algorithm can classify the weed environment, 
but it’s too time-consuming, and how to recognize the navigation path after 
environment classification is not specified. Xue Jinlin adopts a variable field-of-view 
method to guide an agricultural robot [9], which can improve the guiding performance 
at the end of a crop row. Dong Fuhong has built a row guidance system for an 
autonomous robot for white asparagus harvesting [10], but the system is specific to 
asparagus, thus lack of generosity. 
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In this paper, we propose a path recognition method for agricultural robot vision 
navigation under weed environment. The areas of the connected components in the 
image are calculated, and the noise caused by weed is filtered by deleting small-area 
objects in the image. Experimental results verify the correctness and performance of 
the proposed method. 

2 Path Recognition Method 

To recognize the path for agricultural robot vision navigation under weed 
environment, first we select an appropriate color feature model to extract the green 
crop and weed information from the image, and separate them from the background; 
then the image is thresholded, and the noise caused by weed is filtered by deleting 
small-area objects in the image; the navigation path is extracted through Hough 
transformation. The method is described in detail below. 

2.1 Image Segmentation Based on Color Feature Model 

The images used for vision navigation is captured by a color camera. We need to 
preprocess this image to get useful information [11]. In farmland environment, the 
crops which are used as guide targets are green, while the soil background is usually 
not green. In order to extract the crop information and eliminate background 
information, we need to select an appropriate color feature to raise the weight of the 
green channel of the color image. In this paper, the color feature model is chosen as 
below: 

I = 2G - R – B                               (1) 

where R, G and B denotes the red, green and blue channel of the color image 
respectively. This color feature can raise the weight of the green channel, and enhance 
the contrast ratio with the non-green background. 

After calculating the color feature I, a grayscale image is obtained. We segment the 
grayscale image using maximum between-class variance method to get a binary 
image BW for future processing. 

2.2 Weed Interference Filtration 

Due to the fact that weed has the same green color as the crop, there is still weed 
information remained on the binary image after image segmentation. The weed 
information may interfere with the useful crop information, and cause false navigation 
path recognition result. Therefore, we need to filter the weed interference. 

In farmland field, the crops are always cluttered in line, while the weeds are 
scattered separately between crop lines in the field, and the weeds are usually smaller 
that crops. In the actual image, the crops are represented as connected regions with  
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big areas, while the weeds are represented as small-area objects. Therefore, we use 
small-area object deletion method to filter the weed interference. The steps of the 
method are as allows: 

1) Determine the connected components in the binary image BW. The result is 
represented as Ci , where i = 1, 2….N; 

2) Compute the area of each component, which is represented as Si. 
3) Remove small-area objects. The result is represented as: L = ∪{ Ci | Si >=P}. 

where P is the area threshold. 
After eliminating the weed interference, the navigation path based on crop center 

line can be further extracted. 

2.3 Navigation Path Extraction 

The crop center line is regarded as the navigation path. In field environment, there 
may be crop line discontinuities due to miss-seeding. The Hough transformation is a 
global and robust line detection method, and can be used to find and link line 
segments in an image. Therefore, we adopt Hough transformation to extract the crop 
center line. The steps of the algorithm are as follows: 

1) Calculate the image size. 
2) Determine the size of the parameter space for Hough transformation based 

on image size, discretize the ρ-θ parameter space as many grids, where one 
grid represents an accumulator. Allocate memory for the grids. 

3) For each point (xi, yi) in the image, substitute the discretized θ into 

θθρ sincos ii yx +=  to calculate the corresponding ρ, and the result 

falls on a specific grid; Add the accumulator corresponding to that grid by 1. 
4) Detect the peak value of the accumulators. Estimate the correctness of the 

peak value detection through navigation path direction angle statistics.  
5) Plot the navigation path in the image according to the detected peak value. 

3 Experiment Verification and Results 

To test and verify the method proposed in this paper, experiments are carried out in 
corn field with weed. The type of the camera used in the experiments is Monta  
G-125C from Allied Vision Technology Inc. The resolution of the camera is 
1296*964, and the hardware interface of the camera is Gig E. The camera is fixed on 
Seekur robot made by MobileRobots Inc. 

Figure 1(a) is an original color image obtained in corn field with weed. Figure 1(b) 
is the grayscale image obtained based on color feature model described in Section 2.1, 
from which we can see that the soil background is successful eliminated from the 
image after transformation, but the weed information is still remained between crop 
lines on the image, and this interferes with the useful crop information. 
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(a) Original color Image of corn field 

  

(b) Image after grey level transformation 

Fig. 1. Corn field images before and after grey level transformation 

The binary image obtained by thresholding the grey scale image is shown in Figure 
2(a), from which we can see the weed noise more clearly. Figure 2(b) shows the 
image after filtering the weed noise through small-area objects deletion, we can see 
that most of the weeds are eliminated from the image, only a few weed clutters are 
remained, but this does not affect the result of Hough transformation. 
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(a) Binary image after thresholding 

 

(b) Binary image after weed noise filtration. 

Fig. 2. Binary images after thresholding and weed noise filtration 

Figure 3 shows the crop center lines extracted through Hough transformation, and 
the navigation path calculated based on the crop center lines. The magenta lines 
represent crop center lines, and the red line represents the navigation path. The two 
crop lines around the image center are selected to calculate the navigation path. We 
can see that the crop center lines and the navigation path are correctly extracted. 
Similar experiments are carried out, and all of the results verify the correctness and 
performance of the proposed method. 
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(a) Navigation path shown in original image 

 

(b) Navigation path shown in binary image. 

Fig. 3. Navigation paths show in different images 

4 Conclusions 

Computer vision based robot navigation has been a major topic of discussion in 
precision agriculture, and path recognition under noise environment is a key factor to 
precise navigation. In this paper, we propose a path recognition method for 
agricultural robot vision navigation under weed environment. The soil background is 
eliminated by image segmentation based on color component. The weed noise is 
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filtered by deleting small-area objects in the binary image. The crop centerlines and  
 
navigation path are extracted through Hough transformation. Experimental results 
showed that most of the weed noise is eliminated from the field image. The path 
recognition method in this paper is practical and accurate for vision-based robot 
navigation.  

The method proposed in this paper is aimed at straight-line navigation path, which 
is of little curvature. Further research will be focused on navigation paths with big 
curvature. 
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